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Quantifying the periodicity of Heinrich and Dansgaard–Oeschger events during
Marine Oxygen Isotope Stage 3
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zed by recurring millennial-scale variations in climate, but the periodic behavior of
nial-scale variations, Heinrich events and Dansgaard–Oeschger events, is uncertain.
e values from the Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) and North Greenland Ice
e cores and estimated sea-surface temperature derived from a Bermuda Rise marine
e proxies to assess the periodic behavior of Heinrich events and Dansgaard–Oeschger
rgle spectral decomposition and continuous time autoregressive models. We find that
gressive models produce less variable estimates of periodicity for Heinrich events
thods. Heinrich events during MIS 3 are periodic with an estimated periodicity of
SP 2 ice core, 6.71–6.76 ka in the marine sediment core, and 7.89–8.23 ka in the
sufficient evidence from these data to conclude that Dansgaard–Oeschger events ex-
y during MIS 3. We also find that the periodic behavior of millennial-scale variations
tional time frame.
Introduction

The last glacial period in the Northern Hemisphere was character-
ized by repeated millennial-scale variations in climate (Olsen and
Hammer, 2005) that are well-documented in glacial ice, marine, and
terrestrial cores. Familiar millennial-scale climatic variations include
Heinrich and Dansgaard–Oeschger (D–O) events. These are largely
associated with Marine Oxygen Isotope Stage (MIS) 3, the period
~30–60 ka (kilo annum, 1 ka = 1000 yr) during the late Pleistocene.
Forcing mechanisms are poorly understood, in part, because there is
no consensus yet concerning their temporal characteristics (e.g.,
Thomas et al., 2011). The periodicity of Heinrich and, in particular,
D–O events has been the subject of much debate (e.g., Grootes and
Stuiver, 1997; Schulz, 2002; Ditlevsen et al., 2005). A more complete
quantification of the periodicity of millennial-scale events is funda-
mental to a comprehensive understanding of past climate, which is
critical to understanding current climate.

Heinrich events are quasi-periodic climate variations character-
ized by an extended period of cooling followed by a rapid shift to a
warmer climate (Goldstein and Hemming, 2003). They have a recur-
rence interval between 6 and 7 ka, which is widely supported by
ice-rafted debris (IRD) in marine sediment cores from the North At-
lantic (e.g., Bond et al., 1999). The 6–7 ka recurrence interval is also
evident in marine sediment cores from non-North Atlantic sites
(e.g., Gorbarenko et al., 2012), terrestrial sediment cores (e.g., Olsen
and Hammer, 2005) and Greenland ice cores (e.g., Dergachev and
van Geel, 2004). As the ice cores do not contain IRD, the 6–7 ka recur-
rence intervals are not, strictly speaking, Heinrich events, but are
interpreted as such here. In this paper, we use the term “Heinrich
event” to refer to variations directly evidenced with IRD in sediment
cores as well as corresponding variation in ice cores.

There are competing theories regarding the cause of Heinrich
events. Heinrich's original paper (1988) estimated the periodicity of
the events at approximately 11 ka, which he attributed to one-half
of the period of Earth's precession. Subsequent work has refined the
timing and astronomical cycles are no longer thought to be primary
forcing factors. One explanation is the binge–purge model (e.g.,
Hemming, 2004), which posits that an accumulation of ice (binge)
on the Laurentide Ice Sheet during prolonged cooling periods eventu-
ally reached a critical mass, lubricating the land–ice boundary; the ice
slid toward the sea, calving vast quantities of icebergs (purge). As the
drifting icebergs melted, they deposited debris and injected a large
amount of freshwater into the Atlantic that disrupted thermohaline
circulation (Hemming, 2004).

D–O events, like Heinrich events, are climate oscillations with a
more rapid recurrence interval of approximately 1–2 ka. They are
characterized by an abrupt 6–10°C increase in air temperature over
a short interval, often less than 50 yr (Dansgaard et al., 1993). D–O
event identification is typically through temperature proxies, though
lithic evidence exists in some marine sediment cores (e.g., Bond and



Lotti, 1995). They are thought to represent shifts between two differ-
ent modes of the ocean–atmosphere system (Braun et al., 2010), but
the precise mechanism is unclear. They are likely related to Heinrich
events as both are associated with weakened circulation of North At-
lantic Deep Water, and they are temporally related; each Heinrich
event is followed by a series of progressively cooler D–O events
until the start of the next Heinrich event (Rahmstorf, 2002; Dima
and Lohmann, 2009).

Numerous studies have identified variation in climate proxieswith a
well-defined period of ~1.5 ka, the so-called millennial band, (e.g.,
Grootes and Stuiver, 1997; Rahmstorf, 2003) that has been associated
with D–O events. For example, spectral analysis of oxygen isotope
data from the Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) core yielded a
sharp peakwith a period of 1.47 ka (Grootes and Stuiver, 1997). Others
contend that: (1) there is insufficient support for periodicity in the
GISP2 data (Ditlevsen et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2011); (2) the varia-
tions are noise-induced and have limited predictability (Ditlevsen and
Johnsen, 2010); or (3) the peak results from stochastic resonance in a
bimodal climate system (Alley et al., 2001). Several researchers have
shown that the periodicity of the millennial band depends on: (1) the
source of the time series; for instance, the GISP2 core, the Greenland
Ice Project (GRIP) core, or one of the many marine sediment cores
(Hinnov et al., 2002; Ditlevsen et al., 2005); and (2) the time frame
within a particular core (Hinnov et al., 2002; Schulz, 2002).

The purpose of this paper is to quantify the periodicity of Heinrich
and D–O events during MIS 3 using oxygen isotope (δ18O) data and
alkenone-derived estimates of sea-surface temperature (SST). SST and
δ18O are both common climate proxies with good consensus. We use
the North Greenland Ice Core Project (NGRIP) and the GISP2 ice cores
from Greenland, as well as a marine sediment core from the Bermuda
Rise (BR) to ensure that observed periodicities reflect a hemispheric-
scale rather than a regional response.Weapproach the problemof char-
acterizing the periodic behavior of Heinrich events and D–O events
from two statistical frameworks: (1) Lomb–Scargle spectral decomposi-
tionmethods; and (2) continuous time autoregressivemodels.We note
that our methods use linear frameworks, whereas others have used
non-linear methods with similar ice-core records. Ditlevsen (1999),
for example, used non-linear methods (Langevin equations) with the
Greenland Ice Sheet Project (GRIP) core, whereas Kwasniok and
Lohmann (2009) used unscented Kalman filtering with the NGRIP
core. We examine whether Heinrich and D–O events are periodic and,
if so, what is the associated period. Periodic behavior would imply a de-
terministic component (e.g., Thomas et al., 2011) and we discuss the
implications of our results with respect to external climate forcing
mechanisms and internal oscillations.

Methods

The GISP2 (72°36′N, 38°30′W) and the NGRIP (75°06′N, 42°19′W)
are commonly studied ice cores from central Greenland (Fig. 1). The
GISP2 core data are from theUniversity ofWashington's Quaternary Iso-
tope Laboratory's GISP2 1 mdata set and consist of an irregularly spaced
time series of δ18O measurements and their associated sample ages
(Grootes et al., 1993; Meese et al., 1994; Stuiver et al., 1995; Grootes
and Stuiver, 1997). This dataset spans the past 111 ka, but only the por-
tion between 30 and 60 ka corresponding to MIS 3 was used. This por-
tion is considered to be the full dataset and was designated G2(C). For
analysis, subsets of the G2(C) data were created: (1) the front subset,
G2(F), consisted of measurements from 30.03 to 49.94 ka; (2) the mid-
dle subset, G2(M), 34.05 to 54.05 ka; and (3) the tail subset, G2(T),
37.99–59.22 ka.

The NGRIP core data are from the Centre for Ice and Climate at the
University of Copenhagen and consisted of a regularly spaced time series
of δ18Omeasurements and their associated sample ages (Andersen et al.,
2006; Rasmussen et al., 2006; Svensson et al., 2006; Vinther et al., 2006;
Svensson et al., 2008). This dataset spans thepast 122 kab2k,where b2k
is the notation adopted to mean ‘years before A.D. 2000’; however, as
with GISP2, only the portion between 30 and 60 ka was used. This por-
tion is considered to be the full dataset and was designated NG(C). Sub-
sets of the NG(C) data were also created: (1) the front subset, NG(F),
consisted of measurements from 30.00 to 49.98 ka; (2) themiddle sub-
set, NG(M), 34.00 to 54.00 ka; and (3) the tail subset, NG(T), 38.00–
60.00 ka.

The SST data, courtesy of the National Climatic Data Center, were
from marine sediment core MD95-2036 from the Bermuda Rise
(33°41′N, 57°35′W) in the Sargasso Sea (Fig. 1). The Bermuda Rise
(BR) is a sediment drift deposit approximately 700 km northeast of the
islands of Bermuda. Long-term temporal variations in SST near the BR
are smaller than other places in the North Atlantic which has been
taken as evidence that SSTs are indicative of a regional climate signal
and not a localized climate response (Sachs and Lehman, 1999). The
data consisted of an irregularly spaced time series of SSTs estimated
from alkenone ratios (see Prahl and Wakeham, 1987), and associated
sample ages derived by aligning features to the GISP2 ice core. Sample
age was determined by maximizing the correlation between BR SST
and variations in δ18O using 146 tie-points, with an estimated uncertain-
ty of 1.5–3.0 ka in absolute age (Sachs and Lehman, 1999). SSTmeasure-
ments are reported as within 0.17°C (1σ) of their true values. The
complete series from the Bermuda Rise, BR(C), spanned 31.75 to
61.22 ka. Subsets were created for the BR(C) data: (1) the front subset,
BR(F), consisted of measurements from 31.75 to 49.92 ka; (2) the mid-
dle subset, BR(M), 34.00 to 54.12 ka; and (3) the tail subset, BR(T),
38.00–61.22 ka. It is important to note that the GISP2 and BR cores use
the Meese–Sowers GISP2 time scale (Meese et al., 1997) whereas the
NGRIP uses the Greenland Ice Core Chronology 2005 (GICC05) for dating.

Periodic patterns can be identified through spectral analysis, a set
of methods that decompose a data series, here a time series, into its
spectral components. Commonly used methods for spectral analysis
include the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) if the periodic patterns are
stationary or wavelets if the patterns are non-stationary (i.e. the sta-
tistics of the time series change as a function of time); however, both
methods assume that time series are evenly spaced, which is not typ-
ical with core data (Pardo-Iguzquiza and Rodríquez-Tovar, 2011). In-
terpolation schemes are often used to coerce irregularly sampled data
into an evenly spaced series (e.g., Thomas et al., 2011), but we ana-
lyze the data at its native temporal resolution here.

The Lomb–Scargle (LS) algorithm is a spectral decomposition
method that can support irregularly spaced time series (Ruf, 1999).
Lomb (1976) showed that for unequally spaced data, a good approx-
imation to the Fourier power spectrum was obtained by least squares
fitting of sine waves to the data and then plotting the reduction in the
sum of the residuals against frequency. This results in a least-squares
power spectrum that quantifies the frequencies present in an un-
evenly spaced time series. Scargle (1982) extended this idea and sug-
gested that for a sampled set {X(t1), X(t2), …, X(tN)} at frequency ω,
the classical definition of spectral power
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Figure 1. The GISP2 ice core (72°36′N, 38°30′W) and the NGRIP ice core (75°06′N, 42°19′W) are from central Greenland. The marine sediment core MD95-2036 (MD = Marion
Dufresne, 95 = 1995, 2036 = core number 2036) was drilled in 1995 by the French research vessel Marion Dufresne and was taken from the Bermuda Rise (33°41′N, 57°35′W)
in the Sargasso Sea (Bassinot and Labeyrie, 1995).
where τ, a time delay inserted to ensure invariance to time transla-
tion, is defined as
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This version is equivalent to Lomb's original and is invariant to time
translation (Scargle, 1982). Plotting the spectral power against frequen-
cy gives the LS periodogram. The LS method can be used with any time
series, including those that are evenly sampled, unevenly sampled, or
have missing data. It minimizes bias and induced periodicities that
might arise from interpolating missing values or forcing unevenly
spaced data into an evenly spaced scheme, can efficiently identify
peaks amid noisy data, does not showpeaks atmultiples of detected pe-
riodicities and can evaluate the likelihood that a given peak is the result
of random fluctuations in power (Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982; Horne and
Baliunas, 1986; Ruf, 1999). For these reasons it is a natural choice for
quantifying periodicities in core data.

Initial exploration of the data indicated that a slight quadratic
trend was present in each series. The presence of a trend causes
non-stationarity since the mean changes as a function of time, but
LS methods assume stationarity (Van Dongen et al., 1999). All data
were detrended and subsequent spectral analysis used LS methods
on the residuals from the detrended models.

Variables related to climate are often correlated in time and we
anticipated that temporal autocorrelation, if present, could produce
false periodicities. The autoregressive moving-average, ARMA(p,q),
time series for observations {x(t1), x(t2), …, x(tN)} with mean μ are
given as:

xt ¼ μ þ
Xp
j¼0

αj xt−j−μ
� �

þ
Xq
i¼0

βiεt−i þ εt ð4Þ

where αj is the coefficient for an AR process of order p, βi is the coef-
ficient for an MA process of order q, and εt is noise error term (e.g.,
Koen, 2005). The AR(p) portion dominates in processes that operate
on long time scales (Koen, 2005) such as the cores interpreted in
this analysis; thus, Eq. (4) simplifies to:

xt ¼ μ þ
Xp
j¼0

αj xt−j−μ
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þ εt : ð5Þ

The AR model is time indexed with the implicit assumption that
the time step is constant. This is not the case with unevenly sampled
series.

Continuous time autoregressive (CAR) models are analogous to AR
models. The salient difference is that AR(p) models are expressed as
difference equations, while CAR(p) models are in terms of a linear



stochastic differential equation (SDE). A CAR model of order p,
CAR(p), is defined in terms of the SDE

α Dð ÞY tð Þ ¼ βDε tð Þ ð6Þ

where Y(t) is a discrete timeprocess;D is the differential operatorwhere
differentiation is with respect to t; α(D) = Dp + α1D

p − 1 + … + αp;
and ε(t) is white noise. Thus, a CAR(3) process, for example, is defined
as (D3 + α1D

2 + α2D
1 + α3)Y(t) = βDε(t). The parameters for the

CAR model are the coefficients {α1,α2, …,αp} of a stationary solution to
Eq. (6). Belcher et al. (1994) and Koen (2005) provide further mathe-
matical details.

Reparameterization of Eq. (6) based on the Cayley–Hamilton
transformation, widely used to transform between continuous and
discrete time, gives a new parameter space identical to stationary dis-
crete time autoregressive models (Belcher et al., 1994). Parameters
for the model, transformed in its new parameter space, are estimated
with log-likelihood methods (see Belcher et al., 1994; Koen, 2005 for
details). The importance for this paper is that the correlation rk be-
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is in terms of

k, the difference in time indices, rather than in time intervals (Koen,
2005). Thus, CAR(p) models are well-suited to address temporal au-
tocorrelation in unevenly sampled time series such as core-derived
data (Belcher et al., 1994). We fit CAR models of varying orders
using the Continuous Time Autoregressive Models (cts) package in
R (R Development Core Team, 2011). The best fitting CAR model
was selected by Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). As in the LS ap-
proach, CAR models were fit to the residuals from detrended models.

Periods are the inverses of frequency at the point of maximum
spectral power density SPDmax. The half-power bandwidth (Wb) is
the width of a spectral peak measured at the half spectral power
point SPDmax(2)−1/2 (Liu et al., 2011); it is used here as a measure
of variability and to derive upper and lower bounds for a given period.
Figure 2. The chronology of millennial-scale climate variations (top) during Marine Oxygen
from the Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) core. The use of δ18O as a climate proxy is
temperatures. This period includes 5 Heinrich events and 13 Dansgaard–Oeschger events.
from Hemming, 2004) and are derived from sediment cores using ice raft debris, while th
are from Blunier and Brook, 2001). The δ18O values for the NGRIP core (middle) are similarl
is shown for the same time period.
Results

We begin by illustrating the agreement between the respective
climate proxies (Fig. 2). All major climate variations observed in the
GISP2 ice core are evident in the BR SST series. This is not surprising
since the ages for the BR were derived by maximizing the correlation
(r = 0.83) between BR SSTs and layer-counted variations in the
GISP2 ice core (Sachs and Lehman, 1999) but not the NGRIP core.
D–O events identified in Greenland ice cores using δ18O values are
closely matched by North Atlantic SST records (Bond et al., 1993)
and, within dating uncertainties, by the BR core (Keigwin and Boyle,
1999). The major climate variations are also evident in the NGRIP
core, but alignment differs due to differences in time scales.

The GICC05 is a relatively new composite stratigraphic time scale
developed from three Greenland ice cores (Andersen et al., 2006;
Rasmussen et al., 2006; Svensson et al., 2006; Vinther et al., 2006;
Svensson et al., 2008). The GISP2 and GICC05 time scales agree within
the GICC05's counting uncertainty (1σ) for the period 30–43 ka
(Svensson et al., 2008). During the period 43–60 ka, the GISP2 time
scale consistently gives ages younger than the GICC05 time scale;
age estimates exceed GICC05 uncertainty bounds by as much as
1.5 ka at approximately 52 ka (Svensson et al., 2008).

Quantifying periodicity using the LS method

Spectral analysis of δ18O measurements from the GISP2 core using
LS methods indicates that periodicities corresponding to reported re-
currence intervals for Heinrich and D–O events are present in the data
(Fig. 3a). The likelihood that the labeled peaks are due to random
fluctuations (chance) in spectral power is less than 5%; whereas
chance occurrence of the unlabeled peaks exceeds 5%. The periodicity
of Heinrich events is estimated at 6.05 ka (Wb = 0.9 ka); however,
the periodicity of D–O events is less conclusive. Their periodicity is es-
timated to be 1.43 ka (Wb = 0.04 ka); however, this is the dominant
Isotope Stage 3 (30–60 ka) superimposed over oxygen isotope (δ18O) values derived
common and is scaled here such that less negative values are associated with warmer
The Heinrich events: H3, H4, H5, H5a, and H6, are the broad shaded bands (dates are
e Dansgaard–Oeschger events are the peaks numbered D–O 5 through D–O 17 (dates
y scaled. The estimated sea-surface temperature from the Bermuda Rise core (bottom)
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period in a partially resolved doublet (the other is at 1.51 ka),
suggesting that either the periodicity is closer to the reported value
of 1.47 ka or there are multiple periodicities. Given the considerable
disagreement on the precise periodicity of D–O events, the sizeable
peaks at 1.65 ka cannot be characterized as unrelated. Furthermore,
we are unable to claim that the peaks at 2.58, 3.16, and 3.95 ka are
unrelated to D–O events in light of research supporting a possible
non-linear dynamical process that leads to multimodal behavior
(e.g., Braun et al., 2011).

Results from the LS analysis of the GISP2 subsets suggest that the
characterization of periodicity of millennial-scale climate variability
during MIS 3 is influenced by the data's time frame. Table 1 summa-
rizes periodicity for all data using LS methods. Periodicities corre-
sponding to the reported values for Heinrich events and D–O events
exist in all data subsets from the GISP2 core; however, their specific
values and relative strengths vary (Figs. 3b, c, and d). Periodicity esti-
mates for Heinrich events range from 6.01 to 6.61 ka, while estimates
for D–O event periodicity are from 1.40 to 1.46 ka. As with the full se-
ries, sizeable peaks of intermediate periodicity exist at ~2–4 ka.

Spectral analysis of SST measurements from the BR sediment core
using LS methods also indicates that periodicities corresponding to
reported recurrence intervals for Heinrich and D–O events are present
in the data (Fig. 4a). Considering the complete series, BR(C), the period-
icity for Heinrich events is estimated at 6.69 ka (Wb = 0.77 ka). The pe-
riodicity of D–O events is estimated at 1.44 ka (Wb = 0.04 ka), which
is, as in the GISP2 core, one period in a partially resolved doublet; the
other period is at 1.53 ka. This, again, suggests that the periodicity in
these data might be closer to the reported value of 1.47 ka or that mul-
tiple periodicities exist. Support for D–O events in the BR core is weaker
than that found in the GISP2 core when measured by spectral power.
Multiple peaks exist at ~2–4 ka as found in the GISP2 core, though
these differ in number and periodicity (Table 1).
Figure 3. Lomb–Scargle periodograms from the GISP2 data: (a) the complete data series [G2
[G2(M) 34.05–54.05 ka]; and (d) the tail subset [G2(T) 37.99–59.99 ka]. Labeled peak period
Subsets of the BR data produce results similar to those from the
GISP2 core in that the characterization of millennial-scale periodicity
during MIS 3 is influenced by the data's time frame. The number of pe-
riodicities, values, and relative strengths varies according to which
subset of the data is used (Table 1). The complete series, BR(C), is
noisy and many of the periods are partially resolved doublets and trip-
lets (Figs. 4b, c, and d). Periodicities corresponding to reported period-
icities for Heinrich events and D–O events exist in all data subsets
from the BR sediment core. Periodicity estimates for Heinrich events
range from 6.53 to 7.01 ka, while estimates for D–O event periodicity
are from 1.44 to 1.58 ka. Multiple peaks persist at ~2–4 ka.

Spectral analysis of δ18Omeasurements from theNGRIP corewith the
LS method gives periodicities that correspond approximately to the
reported recurrence intervals for Heinrich andD–O events (Fig. 5a). Con-
sidering the complete series, NG(C), Heinrich event periodicity is esti-
mated at 8.54 ka (Wb = 0.81 ka). The peak at 8.54 ka suggests a
longer recurrence interval for Heinrich events than typically found in
the literature and is likely a result of differences in time scale. GICC05 de-
rived ages are older than those derived from the GISP2 time scale for half
ofMIS 3; thus, it is not unreasonable to expect corresponding shifts in pe-
riodicity. D–O event periodicity in the full series is difficult to assess as
there are at least four peaks between 1.27 ka and 1.57 ka. The dominant
periodicity is 1.57 ka (Wb = 0.03 ka) and, considering the GICC05 time
scale, corresponds most closely to the reported periodicities for D–O
events. Support for a single periodicity associated with D–O events is
weak in NGRIP core when measured by spectral power. Multiple peaks
persist at ~2–4 ka as in the other cores, though these differ in number
and periodicity (Table 1).

Subsets of theNGRIP data produce results similar to theGISP2 andBR
cores in that the characterization of millennial-scale periodicity during
MIS 3 depends on the data's time frame. The number of identified peri-
odicities, values, and relative strengths differ according to subset. The
(C) 30.03–59.99 ka]; (b) the front subset [G2(F) 30.03–49.94 ka]; (c) the middle subset
icities are measured in ka and the probability of their chance occurrence is less than 5%.
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Table 1
Periodicity estimates from Lomb–Scargle spectral decomposition.

Dataa Periodicities (ka)

G2(C) 6.05 3.95 3.16 2.58 1.65 1.51 1.43
G2(F) 6.01 3.90 3.28 2.52 1.66 1.46
G2(M) 6.61 3.42 2.40 1.42
G2(T) 6.37 3.26 2.23 1.40
BR(C) 6.69 4.89 4.01 3.46 2.61 1.89 1.77 1.65 1.53 1.44
BR(F) 6.53 3.68 2.66 1.78 1.47
BR(M) 6.58 4.55 3.60 2.51 1.82 1.50
BR(T) 7.01 5.05 3.33 1.58
NG(C) 8.54 5.96 4.95 4.02 2.89 2.64 2.26 1.97 1.80 1.57 1.41 1.34 1.27
NG(F) 8.90 4.26 2.82 1.87 1.53 1.38 1.29
NG(M) 8.10 3.96 2.81 2.27 1.88 1.54
NG(T) 8.50 5.29 3.94 2.94 2.55 2.11 1.76 1.59

a G2(C), the portion of the GISP2 ice core from Marine Oxygen Isotope Stage 3 (30.03–59.99 ka); G2(F), the front portion of the GISP2 core (30.03–49.94 ka); G2(M), the middle
portion of the GISP2 core (34.05–54.05 ka); G2(T), the tail portion of the GISP2 core (37.99–59.99 ka); BR(C), the complete data set for the Bermuda Rise time series
(31.75–61.22 ka); BR(F), the front portion of the Bermuda Rise data (31.75–49.92 ka); BR(M), the middle portion of the Bermuda Rise data (34.00–54.12 ka); BR(T), the tail portion
of the Bermuda Rise data (38.00–61.22 ka); NG(C), the portion of the NGRIP ice core from Marine Isotope Stage 3 (30.00–60.00 ka); NG(F), the front portion of the NGRIP core
(30.00–49.98 ka); NG(M), the middle portion of the NGRIP core (34.00–54.00 ka); NG(T), the tail portion of the NGRIP core (38.00–60.00 ka).
complete series, NG(C), is noisy and several of the periods are partially
resolved doublets or have low spectral power (Figs. 5b, c, and d). Period-
icities corresponding to reported values for Heinrich events and D–O
events exist in all data subsets from the NGRIP ice core. Estimates for
Heinrich events range from 8.10 to 8.90 ka, while estimates for D–O
event periodicity are from 1.53 to 1.59 ka. Multiple peaks persist at
~2–4 ka and cannot be excluded as unrelated.

Quantifying periodicity using CAR models

The data from all cores are temporally autocorrelated. Spectral
analysis of the GISP2 core after filtering with CAR models reduces
Figure 4. The same as Fig. 3 but for the Bermuda Rise sediment core: (a) the complete data s
dle subset [BR(M) 34.00–54.12 ka]; and (d) the tail subset [BR(T) 38.00–61.22 ka].
much of the noise in the respective series and eliminates many peri-
odicities. Spectral analysis of the best fitting model, CAR(11), for the
G2(C) series indicates that periodicities corresponding to reported re-
currence intervals for Heinrich and D–O events persist in the data
after filtering (Table 2). The periodicity corresponding to Heinrich
events is estimated at 6.41 ka (Fig. 6a) and is less variable at the
half-power points (Wb = 0.20 ka) than the corresponding LS esti-
mate. D–O event periodicity is estimated at 1.69 ka (Wb = 0.14 ka).
Filtering eliminated all but one of the peaks, 3.62 ka, in the 2–4 ka
region.

The G2(F), G2(M), and G2(T) subsets of the GISP2 data use
CAR(11), CAR(9), and CAR(9) models respectively. Heinrich event
eries [BR(C) 31.75–61.22 ka]; (b) the front subset [BR(F) 31.75–49.92 ka]; (c) the mid-
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Figure 5. The same as Fig. 3 but for the NGRIP ice core: (a) the complete data series [NG(C) 30.00–60.00 ka]; (b) the front subset [NG(F) 30.00–49.98 ka]; (c) the middle subset
[NG(M) 34.00–54.00 ka]; and (d) the tail subset [NG(T) 38.00–60.00 ka].
periodicity is evident in each of these subsets (Figs. 6b, c, and d) and
estimates range from 5.88 to 6.45 ka. In all cases, the periods are
more sharply defined (smaller Wb) than the corresponding LS esti-
mates. Periodicity for D–O events continues to be dependent on the
subset's time frame. It is estimated at 1.63 ka in the G2(F) series,
but it is a relatively wide (Wb = 0.74) peak in the periodogram.
Wide peaks are indicative of diffuse spectral power and suggest mul-
tiple or ill-defined periodicities. D–O periodicity is not supported in
the G2(M) and G2(T) series, further corroborating the claim that
the periodicity of millennial-scale variations during MIS 3 is depen-
dent on the data's time frame. As with the complete series, a peak
at ~3.5 ka persists in each GISP2 subset.

Spectral analysis of the BR sediment core after filtering with CAR
models gives results similar to those from the corresponding GISP2
Table 2
Periodicity estimates from continuous autoregressive (CAR) models.

Dataa Periodicities (ka)

G2(C) 6.41 3.62 1.69
G2(F) 5.88 3.53 1.63
G2(M) 6.37 3.48
G2(T) 6.45 3.7
BR(C) 6.71 3.66 1.51
BR(F) 6.29 3.64 1.68
BR(M) 6.67 3.69 1.76
BR(T) 6.76 2.43
NG(C) 8.06 4.46 3.14 1.59
NG(F) 10.20 4.37 3.16 1.53
NG(M) 7.75 4.00 2.16
NG(T) 7.87 4.22 1.90

a Same as Table 1.
series (Table 2). Heinrich event periodicity in the BR(C) series is esti-
mated at 6.71 ka from a CAR(14) model. This period is sharply
defined (Wb = 0.05) in the periodogram (Fig. 7a). D–O event period-
icity is estimated at 1.51 ka, but, as in the GISP2 core, it is a wide
(Wb = 0.62) and poorly defined peak in the periodogram. A single in-
termediate peak persists at ~3.7 ka. The BR(F), BR(M), and BR(T) sub-
sets use CAR(10), CAR(12), and CAR(10) models respectively and
results are similar to those from the GISP2 core. Estimates of Heinrich
event periodicity in the BR subsets range from 6.29 to 6.76 and have
narrow peaks in the periodogram (Figs. 7b, c, and d). Periodicity for
D–O events is estimated at 1.76 ka in the BR(F) and BR(M) series,
but these are broad (Wb = 0.65 and 0.84 respectively) with poorly
defined periods. D–O periodicity is not supported in the BR(T) series.
Once again, a single intermediate period persists at ~2.5–3.7 ka,
depending on the subset.

Spectral analysis of the NGRIP core using the best fitting model,
CAR(13) for the NG(C) series, indicates that periodicities correspond-
ing to reported recurrence intervals for Heinrich and D–O events
remain evident in the data after filtering (Table 2). Heinrich event pe-
riodicity is estimated at 8.06 ka and is less variable (Wb = 0.17 ka)
than the corresponding LS estimate. D–O event periodicity (Fig. 8a)
is estimated at 1.59 ka (Wb = 0.12 ka) and remains poorly defined.
Most of the peaks with intermediate periodicities were eliminated.
The NG(F), NG(M), and NG(T) subsets use CAR(12), CAR(10), and
CAR(12) models respectively. Heinrich event periodicity is evident
in each subset (Figs. 8b, c, and d) and estimates range from 7.75 to
10.20 ka. The periods for all subsets are more sharply defined (small-
er Wb) than the corresponding LS estimates. Periodicity for D–O
events continues to be variable and dependent on the time frame. It
is estimated at 1.53 ka in the NG(F) series, 2.16 ka in the NG(F) series,
and 1.90 ka in the NG(T) series. As with the complete series, peaks at
~2–4 ka persist in each subset.
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Figure 6. Periodograms of the continuous autoregressive (CAR) models from the GISP2 data: (a) the complete data series [G2(C) 30.03–59.99 ka]; (b) the front subset [G2(F)
30.03–49.94 ka]; (c) the middle subset [G2(M) 34.05–54.05 ka]; and (d) the tail subset [G2(T) 37.99–59.99 ka]. The labeled peaks are those that remain after accounting for tem-
poral autocorrelation and are measured in ka.

Figure 7. The same as Fig. 6 but for the Bermuda Rise data: (a) the complete data series (31.75–61.22 ka); (b) the front subset (31.75–49.92 ka); (c) the middle subset
(34.00–54.12 ka); and (d) the tail subset (38.00–61.22 ka).
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Discussion

The spectral analyses performed here support claims that Heinrich
events during MIS 3 are periodic with a recurrence interval of 6–7 ka
on the Meese-Sowers GISP2 time scale or approximately 8 ka on the
GICC05 time scale. LS spectral decomposition methods and the spec-
tral analysis of CARmodels reveal peaks in the periodograms that cor-
respond to reported estimates of Heinrich event periodicity (e.g.,
Clement and Peterson, 2008; Pisias et al., 2010). These peaks are
sharper when analyzing the data with CAR models than LS-derived
estimates. Heinrich event periodicity is evident in the GISP2 ice
core, the BR sediment core, and the NGRIP ice core, suggesting that
this signal is robust with respect to climate proxy; it is present in
δ18O measurements and SST estimates. It is also robust with respect
to time scale (Table 1).

We estimate that Heinrich events reoccurred during MIS 3 with a
periodicity of 6.29–6.49 ka based on the GISP2 core. The correspond-
ing estimate based on the BR core is 6.71–6.76 ka. Both intervals are
estimated from the spectral analysis of their respective CAR models
and are measured at the Wb; differences in periodicity arise despite
the fact that the BR time scale was derived from the GISP2 ice core.
Heinrich event periodicity is estimated at 7.89–8.23 ka based on the
NGRIP core. Disparities in the identification in Heinrich event period-
icity should be addressed by interpreting multiple cores with the best
possible temporal dating. Furthermore, evidence that Heinrich events
are periodic does not depend on a particular subset of the dates in
MIS 3; data from the complete series and all subsets suggest that
Heinrich events are periodic. Subsets differ, however, in quantifying
the period. The consistent behavior of the Heinrich event signal sug-
gests a periodic external forcing mechanism operating on a similar
temporal scale.
Figure 8. The same as Fig. 6 but for the NGRIP ice core: (a) the complete data series [NG(C
[NG(M) 34.00–54.00 ka]; and (d) the tail subset [NG(T) 38.00–60.00 ka].
The evidence for D–O event periodicity during MIS 3 is less conclu-
sive. LS methods consistently indicate a periodicity at ~1.5 ka regardless
of which core is used andwhether the full data series or a subset is used,
but spectral analysis of the CAR models does not agree. For LS methods,
the spectral peaks corresponding to the reported periodicity for D–O
events are less definitive than those for Heinrich events and are often
the dominant peak in a partially resolved doublet; for example, in the
complete series for GISP2 core and the BR core. In both instances, averag-
ing the periods of the doublet components gives estimates for D–O event
periodicity that closely match reported results (e.g., Grootes and Stuiver,
1997). Furthermore, there are often nearby peakswith appreciable spec-
tral power which cannot be easily dismissed. Whether they result from
time-scale inaccuracies, represent additional periods as a consequence
of internal oscillations, or are entirely unrelated is unknown.

Spectral analysis of the CAR models reveals two important findings
regarding D–O events: (1) spectral peaks that correspond to the
reported periodicity of D–O events are weak and broad; and (2) the pe-
riodic behavior of D–O events depends on the particular data subset.
This is the case for all cores. A broad peak results when the spectral
power is spread out over a range of frequencies; thus, the signal is
weak and periodicity is not consistent. We estimate that D–O events
reoccurred during MIS 3 with a periodicity of 1.25–1.39 ka based on
the GISP2 core, 1.25–1.87 ka based on the BR core, and 1.47–1.71 ka
based on the NGRIP core. All intervals are estimated from the spectral
analysis of their respective CAR models and are measured at the Wb.
These findings are in agreement with a 1.5–2.5 ka average period
discussed by others (e.g., Olsen and Hammer, 2005).

D–O events are not present in all subsets when using CAR models;
they are absent in the G2(M), G2(T) and BR(T) subsets. This leads us
to conclude that, unlike Heinrich events, the periodic behavior of D–O
events during MIS 3 depends on the data's time frame. The existence
) 30.00–60.00 ka]; (b) the front subset [NG(F) 30.00–49.98 ka]; (c) the middle subset
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of a persistent period at ~2–4 ka, regardless of data series, from the CAR
models is intriguing. We feel unjustified in suggesting that these peaks
are unrelated to D–O events considering research supporting potential
non-linear stochastic processes that lead to multimodal behavior of
D–O events (e.g., Braun et al., 2011).

The periodic nature of D–O events has been much debated. A sub-
stantial body of work has suggested that D–O events are periodic
(e.g., Grootes and Stuiver, 1997; Rahmstorf, 2002). Others have
cited a lack of evidence to claim that the D–O signal was cyclical
(e.g., Ditlevsen et al., 2005; Thomas et al., 2011). We conclude that
there is insufficient evidence in either the GISP2 ice core, the Bermu-
da Rise sediment core, or the NGRIP ice core to claim that D–O events
exhibit a single periodicity during MIS 3. We do not mean to imply
that D–O events do not exist, only that the data indicate that they
are likely not driven by forcing with a single periodicity.
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